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Abstract 

Real-time and low cost detection of volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) has raised a lot of interests for its ca-

pability of avoiding environmental disasters and also en-

suring the safety of human health. The specific area of 

sensing materials affects the sensitivity of VOCs detectors 

significantly; therefore many techniques have been 

adopted to increase the specific surface of sensing materi-

als to form the nanostructured materials. In this study, we 

fabricated a VOCs sensing chip consisting of random and 

aligned P3HT/PMMA fibers by the electrospinning tech-

nique. For detection principle of our VOCs sensing chip, 

it adopted the proposed methodology that the optical 

property of P3HT/PMMA blend is sensitive to VOCs va-

por due to the morphological evolution and P3HT poly-

mer structure, so that it can act as an indicator of the ex-

istence of VOCs. Preparation of aligned fibers can in-

crease the sensitivity of the sensor chip. 

 

1. Introduction 

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are typically dan-

gerous hazardous. When VOCs concentration is higher than 

the limits explosion, it leads to the explosions and fire acci-

dents which result in serious injuries and deaths. Low cost, 

real-time detection of VOCs is really important that it can 

avoid environmental disasters and also ensure the safety of 

human health and properties. VOCs sensors are the 

imperative technology of modern life for environmental mon-

itoring. The sensitivity of VOCs sensors is deeply affected by 

the surface area of sensing material, so many fabricating pro-

cesses were adopted to achieve sensing materials with na-

noscale structure [1-3].  
Electrospinning technique is commonly applied to pre-

pare organic/inorganic nanocomposite fiber in the sub-mi-

croscale or nanoscale, due to its many attractive advantages, 

including suitable for various materials and the capability of 

generating the relatively large-scale continuous fibers [4,5]. 

In addition, electrospinning technique was used to prepare 

high-performance sensing chips due to its special character-

istics, including low cost and simple process for the fabrica-

tion of high specific surface area.  

In this study, we demonstrated a VOCs sensing chip con-

sisting of P3HT/PMMA fiber and glass substrate, and it was 

fabricated by the electrospinning technique. The aligned 

P3HT/PMMA fibers shows the high sensitivity for toluene 

due to aligned P3HT/PMMA submicro fibers can influence 

the optical behavior definitely. The low cost, real-time, quick 

response, and high sensitivity P3HT/PMMA VOC sensor de-

veloped in the present work significantly widens the current 

VOC sensing technology and can be widely used to prevent 

the potential damages of VOCs. 

 

2. Experimental Section 

PMMA (MW~996,000Da, Aldrich) were used as re-

ceived without further purification. The poly(3-hexylthio-

phene) (P3HT) was prepared by the related literature with 

some adjustments [6]. P3HT solution was obtained from 

P3HT dissolved in chlorobenzene (CB) with continuous stir-

ring at 40oC for 48 h. Then, P3HT solution was added to the 

stirred PMMA solution. During the electrospinning process, 

we fixed the constant flow rate at 1.0 ml/h; the distance be-

tween tip and collector was fixed at 7.0 cm and applied high-

voltage 15.0 kV. The rotational speed was 80 rpm for the me-

tallic collector. The excess VOC liquid was added into an en-

closed 80 mL quartz container with the P3HT/PMMA sens-

ing chip on the center of the container to sense VOC vapor at 

saturation vapor pressure. In addition, for sensing low con-

centration VOC vapor, controlled amounts of VOC liquid 

was added into the same container. After the liquid VOC 

evaporated in the bottle completely, we can obtain the con-

trolled vapor concentration. The UV-Vis spectrometer 

(JASCO, V-630, Japan) was applied to investigate the ab-

sorption spectra of the P3HT/PMMA sensing chip. All the 

synthesis and sensing processes demonstrated above were 

completed in air. 

In addition, the sensitivity, S, of the sensing chip were de-

fined by observing the change of extinction spectra at 

different wavelength, such as 560 nm, 600 nm and 1020 nm. 

The equation of S of the sensing chip at 560, 600 and 1020 

nm are shown as below: 
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3. Results and Discussion 

We prepared various P3HT/PMMA blend solutions with dif-

ferent P3HT concentration to fabricate P3HT/PMMA fibers 

by electrospinning process. After optimizing the following 

parameters of electrospinning process: (a) applied voltage, 

(b) tip-to-collector distance, (c) rotational speed of the metal-

lic collector, and (d) nanocomposite solution flow rate, the 

P3HT/PMMA blend fibers on the glass substrate were ob-

tained successfully. The surface microstructure of various 

P3HT/PMMA sensing chips, including (Type I) 

P3HT/PMMA film type, (Type II) random P3HT/PMMA fi-

ber type and (Type III) aligned P3HT/PMMA fiber type are 

shown in Figure 1 (a-c), respectively. The regular arrange-

ment of aligned P3HT/PMMA submicro fibers on the sensing 

chip was observed, and the diameter of aligned P3HT/PMMA 

fibers on Type III sensing chip is about 1.40 μm that is similar 

to random fibers on Type II sensing chip as shown in Figure 

1 (c). Figure 1(d-f) shows the extinction spectra for various 

P3HT/PMMA sensing chips. Type III sensing chip consisted 

of aligned P3HT/PMMA submicro fibers exhibited the high-

est extinction behavior variation among these sensing chips. 

Especially, the intensity of extinction at 1,020 nm had 

significant change from 0.24 to 0.31. The corresponding sen-

sitivity of Type III sensing chip exposed to saturated toluene 

for different time, including S560, S600 and S1020, is shown in 

Figure 1(i). To begin with the sensing mechanism of Type III 

sensing chip, the surface of aligned P3HT/PMMA submicro 

fibers adsorbed the VOCs, when the sensing chip exposed to 

the VOCs. The VOCs vapor exhibited swelling behavior, so 

the sensitivity showed the increased trend. Then, the saturated 

VOCs vapor adhered to P3HT/PMMA fiber that led to the 

fiber collapse and form the flat and ribbon fibers, so the sen-

sitivity showed the decreased trend. Furthermore, the flat and 

ribbon P3HT/PMMA fibers adsorbed a minor amount of 

VOCs vapor and showed the swelling behavior continuously, 

so the sensitivity showed the increase. Finally, the flat and 

ribbon P3HT/PMMA materials was removed slightly from 

the sensing chip substrate because of solvent annealed behav-

ior. Type III sensing chip with aligned P3HT/PMMA submi-

cro fibers exhibited the highest extinction variation among all 

sensing chips due to the aligned fiber chip was exposed to 

saturated toluene. The extinction spectra of Type III sensing 

chip showed large variation due to more fiber presented in the 

aligned structure and adsorb more solvent. 

 
Fig. 1 (a-c) The microstructures of various sensing chips, including 

(a) Type I: P3HT/PMMA film, (b) Type II: random P3HT/PMMA 

fiber and (c) Type III: aligned P3HT/PMMA fiber, observed by 

SEM. (d-f) Extinction spectra of various sensing chips, including (d) 

Type I, (e) Type II, and (f) Type III. (g-i) The Sensitivities of various 

sensing chips, including (g) Type I, (h) Type II, and (i) Type III, 

exposed to saturated toluene for different time. 

 

4. Conclusions 

   The various VOCs sensing chips fabricated from 

P3HT/PMMA were prepared successfully by the electrospin-

ning technique in this study. The sensing chip consisted of 

aligned P3HT/PMMA fibers exhibited the obvious change of 

extinction spectra after exposure of VOCs. While the aligned 

fiber chip was exposed to saturated toluene, the extinction 

spectra showed large variation which is attributed to the more 

fibers presented in the aligned structure and thus it can adsorb 

more solvent. 
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